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China Economic Outlook

Our China Economic Outlook is the second of six country reports in 
Open Market – Asia, a monthly review of regional macroeconomic 
themes.  

Macroeconomic fundamentals and trends indicate a real risk of a 
permanent slowdown in activity to 6% or below in the very near term

• Future economic growth to be impaired by capital asset overhang

• China ―gold rush‖ has extended inefficient capital allocation

• Additional policy easing limited by fiscal and financial sector vulnerabilities

PBOC unlikely to ease benchmark borrowing/lending rates

• Deposit rates have been mostly negative for the past decade

• Further policy easing likely in the form of other monetary and fiscal forms

Chinese banks are vulnerable

• Performance of balance sheet assets is increasingly suspect

• Deposit rate liberalization will seriously impair operating margins

© 2012 Iron Harbor Capital Management. All rights reserved.
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Iron Harbor Open Market

Open Market – Asia

In our previous Open Market monthly analyses, our economic outlook

included the three major global regions (the Americas, Europe, and Asia)

and constituent countries, in one single document. We have decided to

change the format of our monthly and produce three separate documents

each focusing on a single region. We believe this will allow for greater depth

of analysis and increased clarity. The second change we are making is to

circulate each regional or country report as it is written and later consolidate

all the reports into one document. This will allow for more timely analysis.

In Open Market–Asia, we will focus initially on six economies: China, Japan,

Korea, India, Australia, and New Zealand. Our outlook for each of these

major economies encompasses analysis of key opportunities and risks in both

currency and sovereign debt markets and interest rate derivative products.

We believe that our compact but full-breadth analysis will provide investors

with key insights into the macroeconomic elements that will impact global

investment trends over time.

Gravelle Pierre, CFA
Chris Nicholson, CFA
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Outlook: China’s economy is viewed as an impenetrable black-box by

many market observers. Unfamiliarity with the central planning model

contributes to this perception by complicating the process of developing

insightful analysis. Despite the greater risk associated with near-term

economic uncertainty, there remains a reliable logic behind Chinese

economic management.

One must look deeply at the fundamental macro-drivers in order to develop

insight beyond the narrow bounds of monthly data interpretation. These key

macro-drivers reveal that China’s multi-decade outperformance is similar to

that of other developing economies; particularly those that invested heavily

and quickly built the capital base to improve the productivity of an

extremely low-wage worker base. Countries that exhibited similar multi-

decade outperformance include Japan in the 1960s and '70s, the Asian

Tigers (Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and Hong Kong) from 1975-1990, Brazil in the

1960s and '70s, and even the Soviet Union during the 1950s and '60s.1 The

China boom over the past decade has ushered in a ―gold rush‖ mentality

among investors, thereby lowering the cost of capital in a real and

meaningful way. This investment rush has allowed China to deploy capital

beyond a near-term efficient level.

With productivity growth at 4% annualized, China's growth is favorable

compared to the countries listed above; indeed, 0.5-1.0% greater than in the

China Economic Outlook

Despite the greater risk associated

with near-term economic uncertainty,

there remains a reliable logic behind

Chinese economic management.

1 Michael Pettis, “China’s Rebalancing,” CFA Institute (2012).
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China Economic Outlook

Box 1.  China Growth Paths

The range of China GDP growth estimates of major forecasters is surprisingly narrow. According

to the most recent Bloomberg survey, the median expectation of Chinese growth over the next

three years is approximately 8.3% within a spread of 1% in 2012 and 1.5% in 2013 and 2014. This

uniformity of estimates among professional forecasters is staggering—it serves as an important

reminder of the value of independent and unbiased macroeconomic analysis.

Our analysis of economic and political trends in China indicates there are clear risks of an

unavoidable slowdown in China’s growth trajectory in the near future; these risks are not

presently reflected in most institutional forecasts. Allowing for the difficulties of forecasting, we

believe that a handful of growth scenarios present a better estimate of the risks to growth than

what is available from the large institutions.

A. China forestalls an immediate slowdown with continued low growth, but twin deficits

and rising capital costs eventually cause a credit crunch and growth stalls.

B. Necessary reforms to rein in inefficient capital allocation are offset with targeted

stimulus and growth slows at a more linear pace.

C. Growth slows more immediately due to modest stimulus and key reforms are only

slowly implemented.

D. China rapidly pursues economic liberalization and limits near-term policy stimulus.

Global capital markets rebound on favorable China outlook and anticipation of

extended periods of high growth.
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next-best case. The overall record, however, shows that once capital per

worker in these economies reaches an efficient level or beyond, returns to

capital are poor, capital runs out, and the downward adjustment in both

growth and productivity is quick. Mirroring this trajectory, China has moved

from a capital deficit in production to concentrations of capital that exceed

efficient levels. This excess capital leads, in turn, to a ―business credit bubble‖

which is now in the midst of a pop. Consequently, future growth will have

Chinese authorities coping with an overhang of capital assets in the near

term coupled with a return to slower capital growth. This growth will be

driven largely by productivity gains alone; the rate of these gains will fall to

norms of 2-3% or below quite quickly.

The process of these economic adjustments is likely to initiate a reversal of

the gold-rush mentality and spark a crisis of confidence which does some

damage to capital costs and real activity in China. Steady efforts by fiscal

and monetary authorities in recent years to ―marketize‖ the economy will

result in a sustainable, but lower and slowly declining growth rate in the

future.

Monetary Policy: Comments made by PBOC Governor Zhou Xiaochuan at a

March press conference indicate that not much has changed since the

Central Economic Work Conference last December when economic policy

for 2012 was presented. In fact, the only meaningful difference was that

China Economic Outlook

…China has moved from a capital

deficit in production to concentrations

of capital that exceed efficient levels.
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there was less emphasis on the threat of inflation:

• ―We have a lot of room to adjust the required reserve ratio (RRR)…it is necessary to see

whether there is a necessity to adjust.‖ The implication is that significant RRR reductions

are not yet a foregone conclusion.

• China will continue with exchange-rate regime reform, as was recently demonstrated by

the decision to widen the trading band. This reform represents another important step

towards liberalization. In contrast to a widely held view that the yuan will appreciate, the

continued reform clears the way for yuan depreciation resulting from deteriorating growth

estimates. In our view, yuan depreciation could be an important cushion for the

economy as Chinese growth assumes a lower trajectory.

• Balance of payment components such as net trade and FDI flows will become more

important in anticipating yuan value as liberalization continues. It is notable that for the

past six months, both net trade and FDI have worsened. We expect balance of payment

trends to be further worsened by deficit spending related to fiscal stimulus. A shift to these

measures as broad justification for a lower than expected yuan valuation creates political

cover from international pressure to promote further yuan appreciation.

PBOC policy outlook has not meaningfully changed nor have our

conclusions regarding likely Chinese monetary policy:

1. The threshold for easing benchmark rates is very high and is unlikely to occur even in very

poor growth scenarios. Any move to further ease financial conditions will likely come in

the form of looser required reserve ratios and tighter deposit/lending rate spreads.

2. Guidance from the PBOC at the end of 2011 was for stable yuan appreciation. In the

context of a wider trading band and weaker balance of payments data, however, the

bias is for greater yuan depreciation over the next several quarters before a return to an

appreciating trend can resume.

3. Policy easing in the form of a flood of loans to the private sector is unlikely. The quota for

new bank loans in 2012 may only increase slightly from the current quota of 7.5 trillion

yuan, according to the China Banking Regulatory Commission.

China Economic Outlook
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China monetary policy and exchange-rate policy are important items that

are often misunderstood by market observers. Much of the market is waiting

for "easing" in China monetary conditions although negative interest rates

(based on CPI) have prevailed since February 2010. Between November

2003 and March 2012, rates were negative nearly 60 percent of the time. It is

widely acknowledged among Chinese policymakers that there have been

seriously adverse consequences of the negative interest rate regime. In the

short-term, the consequences are higher inflation and asset bubbles. More

fundamentally, however, negative rates impede the marketization of the

financial system and the real economy by withdrawing pressure towards

efficiency. Even in the most serious of economic downturns, we believe

there is little chance that rates decrease, and easing comes in other

monetary and fiscal forms.

Economic Data: Efforts to cool inflation are resulting in a continuing

slowdown in Chinese economic activity overall. Business activity continued

to cool over the past month as indicated by the HSBC Composite Output

Index which again moved lower to 49.9 from 51.8 in February. Service sector

China Economic Outlook
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businesses fared better than manufacturing but are slowing. Official PMI

data, based on a survey of larger companies, showed steady improvement

from November’s lows, but may be subject to seasonal fluctuations. The rate

of electricity consumption, a very fundamental production input, and steel

output, both continue to lose momentum. Available retail sector data has

shown similar weakness, perhaps driven by a slowdown in new loan growth in

January and February.

A troubling aspect of retail sales is the deterioration of auto sales. These

benefitted somewhat recently from a 5% tax cut on small vehicles (totaling

50% of the auto market). Nonetheless, it is notable that in January and

February, sales of passenger cars recorded the lowest gain in at least six

years. From 2006 to 2010, auto sales trended at a 20-40% growth rate. In the

past year, however, that growth has slowed toward 0%. Based on these

data points, it is difficult to see how Chinese domestic consumption will make

a more meaningful contribution to overall growth in 2012.

Inflation data ticked higher in March on the back of an increase in food

prices, which accounts for a third of the CPI index. The market has

discounted this move higher as weather-driven and expects food price

inflation to moderate over coming months. Food inflation, nevertheless, is

important to monitor going forward as the price of food imports could be

negatively affected by a weaker yuan. This would limit authorities’

willingness to make marginal policy adjustments. The 2012 CPI target is 4%.

China Economic Outlook

…it is difficult to see how Chinese

domestic consumption will make a

more meaningful contribution to

overall growth in 2012.
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Figure 1. China Data Set Bears Close Scrutiny 

Efforts to cool inflation are resulting in a 

continued slowdown in activity…

…which is being reflected in electricity 

consumption and steel production.

Retail sales is slowing…and auto sales is an 

important component of that story.

Keep a close eye on inflation.  

Recent trends could reverse.

Source: China Economic Information Network
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Fiscal Policy: The fiscal well-being of local governments has been an

ongoing focus in the financial media and many China observers are

increasingly aware of the risks that the property market poses to local

government balance sheets. According to a study by Qinghua University,

land sales formed 74% of local government revenue base in 2010, up from

10% in the late 1990’s. At the same time that local governments’

dependence on land sales have sky-rocketed, Beijing has clamped down on

the property market in an effort to control prices. As a result, local

governments are under serious funding pressure as the wave of debt they

issued in recent years is now coming due. Following directives from Beijing,

banks have recently extended local government debt in order to alleviate

these immediate funding pressures. Yet this debt extension will provide only

temporary relief. Until localities can broaden their tax base, they will be

reliant on deficit spending to meet near-term funding requirements. When

local government debt is aggregated to a federal figure, it tallies to a

towering 100%! As a result, fiscal health will be an ongoing source of risk and

uncertainty for the Chinese economy.

What to Watch: As stated in our introduction, understanding the macro

narrative is particularly important in China because it can shed light on the

sources and magnitude of risks in an otherwise complex and opaque

economy and, by extension, risks to global activity and sentiment in general.

China Economic Outlook

…fiscal health will be an ongoing

source of risk and uncertainty for the

Chinese economy.
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To that end, we present both near- and medium-term factors likely to impact

Chinese activity over time.

In the near term, those closely monitoring China should track three factors:

1. real interest rates

2. flow of savings & investment

3. soundness of the banking sector.

The level of real interest rates is important because capital formation has

played a huge role in the China growth model over the past three decades.

Real rates have been exceedingly low (often negative) for some time. As a

result, the supply of capital from

loans to businesses started to outstrip

the supply of productive projects

which inevitably led to inflation. At

some point, high inflation relative to

real income growth imposes a

heavy toll of uncertainty and

adjustment for individuals and

businesses. Normally, real rates are

required to pace commercial

activity to a non-inflationary rate.

Regarding rate policy, we hear much more determination from Chinese

officials to seek positive interest rates, given the distortive effects that

negative real rates have had in capital allocation. Among other

consequences, negative real rates cheapen the cost of capital and

encourage businesses to borrow. Businesses with an abundance of capital

will inevitably pursue many bad projects. Market observers have paid little

attention to this factor, and we believe that a firm rate policy will rattle China

observers.

China Economic Outlook
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Capital flows, in terms of savings and investment, are closely related to the

rates issue and represent the second trend that investors need to monitor.

China presently sets a ceiling for bank deposit rates and a floor for lending

rates. As we mentioned above, households have received negative rates on

China Economic Outlook
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Both of these trends, however, have stalled. Credit growth has in fact stalled

in much of the developed world, and the plight of the worker in those

economies has driven a further bias toward protectionism. This perhaps

explains why China's trade balance

has zeroed out in recent quarters

and why we believe the large

global trade imbalances of the past

decades have ended. On the other

hand, China has done well in the

developing world; nearly 50% of

China’s exports are to developing

economies. A slowdown in China of

course then affects developing

economies and their ability to fuel

China’s export-led growth. Further,

as China’s per capita income exceeds that of other developing economies,

their ability to sustain broad trade surpluses is limited.

Investment has been another key leg of growth. China's urban build-out has

been a huge store of value for savers and a massive jobs program. With both

local and global credit tightening for anything other than zero-risk credits

coupled with an overhang of underutilized projects, China will very likely go

through a hiccup in investment growth by 2014. Present vulnerabilities and

loan saturation in the banking sector also limit China’s ability to provide an

increase in lending for additional stimulus.

A key component of investment has been real estate development.

Unfortunately, the crash of the real estate bubble in China has been sharper

than that in the developed world and includes assets well beyond residential.

A trend that has caught our attention is the widespread collateralization of

China Economic Outlook
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of property loans. This represents a significant source of risk in the credit

market, as loan integrity is wholly dependent on a correct and increasing

value of the collateral. To the extent that the debtor is not generating

meaningful income in excess of the interest rate--and in the case of the

state-owned businesses many of these barely break even--these loans will go

sour. Also given the large role of the shadow banking sector, we worry about

multiple liens on the same collateral.

This means that a large share of activity that propped up growth in prior

years will be eliminated from normal economic activity in the future. To

moderate the growth hiccup, China will have to rapidly liberalize its

investment landscape and re-direct additional stimulus from traditional fixed

asset uses to education, environmental projects, smaller businesses, and

innovation and R&D. This is a major transition that the financial system and

economic culture of China will not be able to execute in short-order.

The last trend investors should monitor is the integrity of the Chinese banking

sector. Some important analysts have raised concerns about the health of

the banking system, but this seems not to have factored much into GDP

growth estimates of any major forecasters. New loan growth, which

comprises about 50% of total credit financing, increased by 95% in 2009 and

played a leading role in policy stimulus. The quality of assets related to this

massive expansion of banks’ balance sheets is now being called into

question. Although official data, such as non-performing loan information,

does not yet reveal any major red flags, recent policy actions do not instill

China Economic Outlook

…a large share of activity that

propped up growth in prior years will

be eliminated from normal economic

activity in the future.
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confidence in the soundness of the banking sector. In February, Chinese

authorities instructed banks to roll over loans to local governments totaling

nearly a quarter of the country’s output. According to the Financial Times,

more than half of those loans were scheduled to come due over the next

three years. This measure was aimed directly at forestalling a massive wave

of local government defaults and partially explains the great difficulty

Chinese banks have had raising capital recently.1 It is uncertain how

impaired assets will be managed going forward.

Banks could find their financial positions further compromised should

policymakers seriously press for deposit rate liberalization. Chinese Premier,

Wen Jiabao, recently commented that China’s state-controlled banks are a

monopoly and should be broken up. Such re-organization would eliminate

the banks’ ability to maintain low interest rates on deposits and jeopardize

the substantial profits that banks have enjoyed in the past. In addition, re-

organization would also encourage them to fund more small- and medium-

sized businesses. The ultimate result would be to bring loans currently in the

shadow banking system into the formal sector.

The broader financial system must also bear a large burden in the next phase

of growth. Reforms that help to ensure efficient capital allocation by

effectively pricing equity and credit are an absolute necessity. A

competitive financial system is a very strong corporate governance check

on management of corporations generally. Attractive performance

incentives for managers are necessary to ensure that they pursue profitable

investments and eschew unprofitable ones. Robust governance further

requires a high degree of competition and a greatly reduced sense that

politics will produce the winners and losers. Only through an improved

financial system can China compete effectively for capital in the global

China Economic Outlook

1 Neil Gough, “China’s Biggest Banks Are Squeezed for Capital,” New York Times, April 23, 2012.
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system and unleash greater efficiency from its workers. This policy reform

would also enable China to entice further inflows from abroad in the longer

term.

In the medium term, there are also a number of trends that investors should

monitor. The first is productivity growth. Despite the huge boom in capital, it

is amazing that Chinese productivity has held well above developing-

country norms of 4% annually. Only a few countries have delivered 3%+ rates

for a sustained period. A 1994 paper by Paul Krugman notes that Singapore

delivered near-zero factor productivity improvements during the heart of its

boom.1 The efficiency boom in China--in meaningful part a product of its rally

from backwardness during the Mao era, urbanization boom, and massive

economies of scale--will start to slow as its technology catches up with the

wealthier countries. Finally, China may partially cope with its demographic

challenge by continuing to ease its one-child policy and by allowing greater

immigration. But China will likely only have limited success in offsetting the

shrinkage of its workforce. The long-term growth trajectory is thus slower.

Consumption is a factor often mentioned as the savior of China growth. We

are skeptical of the near-term effects of such a shift. An increased rate of

transactions in the consumer economy can add value, but activity relies on

either increased household credit at reasonably high interest rates or

reduced investment. It also relies, to some degree, on substitution of self-

provided goods for transactions in the formal economy. While a shift from

low-return investments to near-term enjoyment does produce income gains,

the total effect of such a shift strikes us as a fairly modest and temporary

contributor to growth. With the right policies changing incentives,

consumption levels can be increased, but we are unsure if this can deliver

anywhere near 0.5-1.0% or more to growth.

China Economic Outlook

1 Paul Krugman, “The Myth of Asia’s Miracle,” Foreign Affairs Nov/Dec (1994).
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To continue experiencing growth at a 4% annualized rate or more, China will

have to greatly improve competitiveness in some fundamental ways. The

country must continue to enhance the more advanced elements of fixed

infrastructure while greatly improving the "soft infrastructure" of the country--

formalization of business systems, rules, and norms, and development of a

more efficient and predictable financial and economic system. The

workforce must be flexible, creative, and healthy and markets must be more

open and competitive, including a more egalitarian and open debate

about best business and political practices. Higher-value goods and services

will require continued improvements in the education system. Because the

education system must rely heavily on its own products to provide the

quantity of skilled professors needed, it takes some time to upgrade. The

social and economic culture of China will also need to adapt to make

innovative thinking much more encouraged. These future transitions very

much suggest a near-term evolution of the political system. This may

introduce a bit of a crisis of confidence and risk premium on China

investments, which swung too far toward complacency in recent times.

In sum, China has reached an important inflection point in its growth

trajectory. In many ways, the continuance of above-average growth rates

(4-5%+) for China will be a much tougher challenge than the delivery of very

high growth in the last few decades. The country will need to make

unprecedented systemic and cultural reforms, which will be exciting to

watch, but will be the subject of much debate and anxiety as China has

been more fully integrated into global capital markets. The success of China

is a very important part of the global growth story. We believe, however, that

a meaningful recovery of the US financial system or significant structural

changes in the European economies can largely offset the effects on the

world economy of a China downside growth surprise.

China Economic Outlook
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